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Abstract 
Let p be an odd prime. The purpose of the paper is to give a mod p analogue for the Singer 
invariant-theoretic description of the lambda algebra. In other words, we give an invariant- 
theoretic interpretation for the homology of the modp Steenrod algebra A. More precisely, we 
associate to any left A-module M a chain complex T+M whose homology is isomorphic to 
To&Z/p, M). This chain complex is built from the Dickson-MC invariants of the general 
linear group GL(n, Z/p) for n > 0. Particularly, in the case M = Z/p, the complex f+ = f’Z/p 
is dual to the lambda algebra, which is the E 1 term of the Adams spectral sequence for spheres. 
Notably, we naturalize a little bit Singer’s way to define T+M. In fact, we replace Singer’s 
T+M by its image under the so-called total power. Consequently, the action of A on the new 
r+ M is diagonal, meanwhile that on Singer’s r+ M is not. Also, the differential of the new Tf M 
becomes impler. This naturalization is valid for p = 2 as well as for p an odd prime. 
0. Introduction 
In [l l] Singer gives an elegant interpretation for the lambda algebra A2 in terms of 
modular invariant theory at the prime p = 2. Recall that A2 is showed in [l] to be the 
E 1 term of the Adams spectral sequence of spheres, whose E2 term is Ext:(,,(Z/2,2/2) 
and E, term is a bi-graded algebra associated to the 2-primary components of the 
stable homotopy of spheres. Here and in what follows, A(p) denotes the modp 
Steenrod algebra for p a prime. 
The purpose of the paper is to give a modp analogue of the Singer invariant- 
theoretic description of the lambda algebra for p an odd prime. More precisely, using 
modular invariants of GL, = GL(n,Z/p) we construct a differential coalgebra r’, 
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which is dual to the lambda algebra YI = nP. According to [l], nP is also the El term of 
the Adams spectral sequence of spheres for p an odd prime. Therefore, by passing to the 
dual, H,(P) 2 Tori’p’(Z/p, Z/p). Furthermore, let M be an A(p)-module, we associate 
to Ma differential ,4(p)-module T+M in such a way that T+Z/p = r+ and H,(T’M) = 
TorGCp’(Z/p, M). Throughout the paper, by A(p)-modules we always mean left ones. 
The idea for the invariant-theoretic interpretation of the lambda algebra is origin- 
ally due to Singer, who realizes it for p = 2 in [ 111. Our contributions in this paper are 
technical ones only. Of course, we have to overcome a lot of difficulties in computa- 
tions, especially at odd dimensions. In particular, let us now emphasize to our main 
two contributions. 
0.1. The invariant-theoretic model for the description of the lambda algebra 
The model for the Singer description at p = 2 is a localization of the Dickson 
invariant ring D, = Z/2[y1, . . . ,y,,]GL(n,Z’2) ? Z/2[Q,,,, . . . ,Qn,n_l], where Qn,s de- 
notes the Dickson invariant of dimension 2” - 2”, provided that dim y, = 1 for any i. 
More precisely, Singer constructs r+ by assembling the localization 0, [ Qn;t] for every 
n. Our first question is: What is the model for r+ in the case of p an odd prime? 
Let Ei be an elementary abelian p-group of rank n and C, the symmetric group on 
m letters. Suppose El c JC2” is the regular permutation representation of EZ. It is 
showed in Mui [3] that the Weyl group of E; in C2n is GL(n, Z/2) and the image of the 
restriction 
Res(E,“, C,.): H*(BJ!Y2n; Z/2)- H*(BEz; Z/2) 
is given by 
ImRes(E”,, X2.) = H*(BE;; Z/2)GL’“*Z’2’ g 0,. 
At an odd prime p, we also consider the regular permutation representation 
Ei c C,+ The Weyl group of EJ: in Cpn is still GL(n, Z/p). However, the image of the 
restriction 
Res(Ez, Cpn):H*(BCpn; Z/p)- H*(BE%; Z/p) 
is no longer isomorphic to H*(BE,) ’ GL(n*Zip). In fact, ImRes(EJ:, z,.) is much smaller 
than the invariant ring (see Mtii [3]). However, they are the same after localizing by 
inverting Qn, 0. 
We have been successful with the choice of ImRes(E~,C,n)[Q,~] = 
jf*(&?)GL(n.Z/P) [Q,,,;] playing the role of the model for r+ for p an odd prime. 
0.2. The A-action on and the difSerentia1 qf r+ M 
For p = 2, using the invariants of GL(n, Z/p) Singer constructs a differential A(2)- 
module r+ = en t ,, r:. Then, he associates to any A(2)-module M a differential 
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A(2)-module T+M = On 2 Or: 0 M. It should be noted that the action of A(2) he 
gives on r+ M is somehow unnatural. In particular, it is not the diagonal action. For 
example, the action of A(2) on r: @M is something like this: 
(see Singer [ll, p. 681-J). 
In order to contribute a new look on this phenomenon we study the total power 
S,: M + r,,&~ M. Here by 6 we mean the large tensor product as defined in Defini- 
tion 2.3 (following W. Singer). We point out that S, is a monomorphism. Then, we 
construct r+ M by assembling rz S,(M) c ri 61 M instead of r: @M for every n. 
This way considerably simplifies the construction of r+ M. In fact, the action of A(p) 
on r+ M is now diagonal. Furthermore, the differential of r+ M also becomes impler 
than that given by Singer (see Definition 4.1). 
The idea is valid for p = 2 as well as for p an odd prime. It grows up from an idea of 
H. Miller for p = 2 and n = 1 (see Singer [Ill, p. 6821). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is a preliminary on invariant 
theory. We recall there the Dickson-Mui invariant rings and discuss a little further 
on a localization of them. Section 2 is a preparation for Section 4. It deals with 
a construction of the total power S,, which is a stable version of the Steenrod 
homomorphism d,*P,. It also contains an explicit description of S, in terms 
of modular invariants. In Section 3, we explicitly construct the differential module 
r+ using also modular invariants. In Section 5, we equip Tf with a coalgebra 
structure and prove that it is dual to the lambda algebra. In Section 4, the differential 
A(p)-module T+M is studied, provided that M is an A( p)-module. Finally, we 
show a residue theorem in Section 6. It is a useful tool for computing the differential 
in r+. 
1. Invariant theory 
Fix an odd prime p. Let GL, = GL(n, Z/p) and T, its Sylow p-subgroup consisting 
of all upper triangular matrices with 1 on the main diagonal. These two groups act as 
usual on the cohomology algebra Zf*(BE;) of an elementary abelian p-group El: of 
rank n. Here and in what follows, the cohomology is always taken with coefficients in 
Z/p. As is well known 
H*(BE;) = E(xl, . . . ,L)OP(YI, . . . ,Y,), 
where dimxi = 1, yi = bxi with p the Bockstein homomorphism, E(., . . . ,.) and 
P(. , . . . ,.) are, respectively, the exterior and the polynomial algebras over Z/p gener- 
ated by the variables indicated. Let us recall some results on the invariant ring 
H*(BEi)‘, for G = GL, or T,. 
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Suppose given (e 1, , . . , e,), a sequence of nonnegative integers. Following Dickson 
[2] and Mui [3], we define [er, . . . ,ei] = [er, . . . ,ei](yi, . . . ,yi) and [k; ek+i, 
. . . ) eel = [kek+l, ,eeltxl, 
Ce 1, . . . ,ei] = det(y,P”), 
. , XL, Y 1, . , Y/I by setting 
Ckek+l, . . ..+I =h 
Xl 
Xl 
p + 
Yl 
p”’ 
Yl 
. . . X/ 
. . . 
. . . XP 
.,. yr”=“k” 
. . . 
. . . YP 
for 1 I i I n, 0 I k I e I n. We note that the right-hand side looks strange: Its 
precise meaning is given in 13, p. 3301 using the determinant heory on graded- 
commutative algebras. We set 
Li,s = [O, ... 38, . . . ,i], Li = Li,i = [0, . . . ,i - 11, Lo = 1, 
Me .s,, _.., sk = Ck; 0, . . . ,s*l, .. . ,L . . . ,t- 11, OIsr < ... <s,<e<n. 
Now we define the Dickson invariant Qi,s and the Mui invariants l/i and 
R n.sl, ,Sh by 
Qi,s = Li,,/Li, 0 I s 5 i I n, 
T/i=Li/Li-l, ljijn, 
R n,s,, . . . . S* = M,,,,, . . . . +L”pm2, 0 I s1 < ... < sk <n. 
BY convention, Qi,s = 0 for either s < 0 or s > i and R,,, = 0 for either s < 0 or s 2 n. 
Theorem 1.1 (Dickson [2] and Mui [3]). (i) The algebra H*(BEp”)GLn is generated by 
Q n,s, 0 I s < 4 R,,,,,...,,,, 0 ISI < ... < Sk < n. 
The generators impose the relations 
R& = 0, 0 Is -c n, R,,,, . . . R,,,, = ( - l)k(k-1)/2R,,,S1, _,,, s* QL,;‘. 
(ii) ImRes(E,“, 1,“) is the subalgebra o~H*(BE;)~~~ generated by
Q.+ R,,,, 0 I s < n, R,,,S,,S2, 0 I s1 < s2 < n. 
(iii) The algebra H*(BEi)'n is generated by 
vi, 1 I i I n, MC,,,, .,,, sx, 0 I s1 < ... < sk = L’ - 1, 1 I k I / I n. 
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The generators impose the relations 
M&I = 0, llrln, 
Mt ,s,,...,sk(vl ... v,)k-1 = ( _ l)W-U/2 fi i: Mr.,-11/*+1 . . . W-l,sj 
j=l r=s,+ 1 
Let @. = H*(BEF)[L; ‘1 be the localization of H*(BEI) obtained by inverting L,. 
Note that L, is the product of all non-zero linear forms of y i, . . . , y,. So inverting 
L, means equivalently inverting all these forms. The action of GL, on H*(BE:) 
extends to an action of its on @“. Set 
A,, = @:, r, = CD.““? 
We observe that 
A, = H*(BE;)Tn[L,l], 
r, = IzZ*(BE”,)~“~[Q,~] = ImRes(Ei, Z,,)[Q,b]. 
Hence, from Theorem 1.1, we get immediately the following corollary. 
Corollary1.2. (i) A,=E(M,,,,M2,1 ,..., M,,,_,)@P(Vt’,..., I’:‘). 
(ii) r, = E(R,,o, . . . , L-,NV’(Q~:,‘,Q~,I~ ... tQn,n-I). 
For latter use, we set 
Ui = Mi,i-l/Li-j, vi = vilQi-l,o, 
for 1 5 i I n. Note that dim Ui = 1, dim vi = 2 and we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.3. A,, = E(uI, . . . ,u,) 0 P(II~ I, . . . ,v” ‘). 
Moreover, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.4. (i) Qn,s = Qz-l,s-l + Q~I:,OQn_l,s~~-l. 
(ii) R,,, = Q%,(Rn-I,,$’ + Qn-~,sw,P-~). 
Proof. The proposition follows immediately from the definitions of u,, u,, R,,, and 
the relations 
Qn,s = QnP-~,s-I + Qn-IX-’ 
(see Dickson [2] or Mtii [3, 1.2.61) and 
Mm,, = Mn-l,sl/n + Qn-I.+‘%-I 
(see Mui [3, 1.4.121). q 
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2. The total power S, 
The aim of the section is to construct the total power S,, a stable version of the 
Steenrod homomorphism d,* P,, and to prove Theorem 2.9, which explicitly describes 
S, in terms of modular invariants. S, has been studied by Lomonaco [6] for p = 2. It 
turns out that S, is more convenient han d,* P, (see Remark 2.11 below). 
Let APn be the alternating group on p” letters. Suppose X is a based CW-complex, 
then we have the Steenrod power map 
f’,:H (X)- iipnq -4 
which sends u to 1 @up” at the cochain level (see [ 13, Chapter VII]). We also have the 
diagonal homomorphism 
d,* :fi* EA$ A X@ 
> 
- H*(BE;) @ I?*(X) 
4” 
induced by the diagonal map of X, the inclusion Ei c A,” and the Ktinneth formula. 
d.* P,, has the following fundamental properties. 
Proposition 2.1 (Mhi [3, 41). (i) d,*P, is a natural monomorphism preserving cup 
product up to a sign, more precisely 
d,* P&v) = ( - l)“h”‘(d,*P,u)(d,* P,v), 
where q = dim u, r = dim v, h = (p - 1)/2. 
(ii) d,*P, = d,*_,P,_,d:P,, 0 I s i n. 
(iii) For x and y in H*(BEi) = E(x)@ P(y), we have 
d:P,x = (- h!)“M,,+l.,L,h-‘, d,*P,y = v,+ I, 
where Mn+l,, = M,+l,,(xl, . . ,x,,x,yl, . . . ,Y,,Y), V,+I = T/,+l(~~, ... ,Y,,Y) and 
L = L"(Yl, ... ,YJ. 
Remark. We correct Mui’s formula for d,* P,x by inserting a sign ( - 1)“. 
In [4], Mui describes d,*P,, in terms of modular invariants and cohomology 
operations as follows. 
For abbreviation, we simply denote the modp Steenrod algebra A(p) by A. Let 
A, be the dual of A and zs, ri the Milnor elements of dimensions 2p” - 1, 2p’ - 2, 
respectively. In [lo], Milnor shows that, as an algebra 
A, = E(ro, ~1, ... )O P(<,, 52, ... ). 
Then A, has a basis consisting of all “monomials” 
rsST = z,, . . . r,,& . . . 52, 
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with S=(sl , . . . ,sk), 0 < s1 < ... < Sk, T = (tl, . . . ,t,). Let StSVT~ A denote the 
dual of zst r with respect o that basis. Then A has a basis consisting of all operations 
sts, T. 
Theorem 2.2 (Mtii [4, 1.31). Let z E Hq(X), p(q) = (h!)q( - l)hq(q-1)/2. We then have 
d,*P,z = p(q)“L,h4 1 ( - l)‘(S.T)R,,sl ... &Q& . . . Qfn,,& @ S+Tz. 
S.T 
Here to = -k - fl - ... - t,, r(S, T) = k + s1 + . . . + sk + tl + 2, + . . + nt,. 
For n = 1, dTPl is nothing but d*P of Steenrod [13]. We have 
d:Plz = /&)y: .=; 1 ( - l)e+i$y;(p-l)i-e@ J?ep’z. 
0 Ii <‘q-e 
Of course, d,*P, is unstable. That means, in general 
d,*Pna # (10 o)d,*Pn, 
where (r denotes the suspension homomorphism. We are going to define a stable 
version of d,*P,,, the so-called total power S,. To this end, we need the following 
definition. 
Definition 2.3 (Singer [12]). Let M and N be Z-graded A-modules. We define the 
large tensor product M 6 N by setting 
(M $ N)” = 
i 
{zq,,} E n M,@N,, z~,~E M,ON,, zq,, = 0 for q big enough 
I 
. 
q+*=n 
It is canonically equipped with a structure of A-module by means of the Cartan 
formula. Clearly M@N c M&N. If M is upper bounded, then M@N = M@N. 
Let Qn be as in Section 1. There exists a unique A-module structure on @” extending 
that of H *(BE%) (see [14]). The action of A on Qn is determined by the Cartan formula 
and the well-known equalities: 
BXj = Yj, POXj = Xj, P’X’ = 0, i > 0, 
by. = 0 
J ’ 
piyk = (+)y!+(P- !ji 
J II , i20, lljln. 
Here ($) denotes the binomial coefficient given by 
(l+x)k= c ‘f xi, 
0 it0 1 
where k means any integer (positive, zero or negative). For example: (-i’) = ( - l)i for 
any i. Since the action of A on @, commutes with the ones of T, and GL,, it induces 
A-module structures on A, and r,, respectively. 
Definition 2.4. Let M be an A-module. The total power 
S,:M-@,@M 
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is inductively defined by S, = S 1 0 .. . 0 S 1 (n times), where 
&:M-+@,@ M 
is given by 
Slz = 1 ( _ l)‘+ex;y;(p-l)i-e~ pepiz 
e=O,l 
i20 
for any z E M. 
The fact that S, is well defined is showed by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. For any z E M, 
Suz = 1 ( _ l)el+i,+ .” +e.+inU;n . . . U;IV;(P-l)il-el .,. U;(P-l)ken 
ej=o, 1 
Lj t 0 
@ (pPi1 . . . penpin)z. 
In order to prove this we observe that the Cartan formula enables us to obtain the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. If M is an A-algebra then S1 is a monomorphism of algebras. Hence so 
is S,. 
Lemma 2.7. Let z E Hq(X) with X a topological space. Then we have 
d,*P,z = p(q)“L;qS,z. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. For n = 1, it is obvious since x I = u r, 
y1 = v1 and L 1 = y, . Suppose n > 1 and the lemma is true for n - 1. Using Proposi- 
tions 2.1 and 2.6 we have 
d,*P,,z = d;P1(d;_-lP,_Iz) 
= p( p”- 1q)y:p’-‘4 
&MqYwL%-14 
= ~L(p”-‘q)~L(q)“-‘~((p”l - l)q)-‘y:4d:Pl(L~l)Snz, 
where L,_ 1 = L,_ 1(y2, . . . , y,) = V,(y2) ... V,_ ,(y,, . . . , y,). A direct computation 
shows that 
,u(pn-lq) = ( - l)h”‘“+L(q), 
P((P”_ 1 - l)q) = ( - l)hq(“-l), 
d;P1L,h41 = (V, ... V,Jhq. 
Hence, we obtain 
d,*P,z = p(q)“(Vl ... V,JhqS,z. 
Since L, = V, ... V,, the lemma is proved. 0 
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Corollary 2.8. Let M = H*(BEj) = E(x) @ P(y). Then we have 
S,x = (- 1)%+1(x1, ... >X,,X,Yl, ... ,Y,,Y), 
S.Y = ( - 1)%+1 ( Yl, ... ,Yrl> Y). 
Proof. Using Proposition 2.l(iii) and Lemma 2.7 we get 
S,x = jJ(l))“( - h!)“M,+1,, L,h_‘/LI: = p(l))“( - h!)“M,+1,,/L,, 
s,y = /42)-“V”+i/L;- l. 
Observe that ~(1) = h!, ~(2) = - 1 and Qn,e = L.P- ‘. Hence, the corollary fol- 
lows. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. It is proved by induction on n. For n = 1, the lemma is trivial 
since ul = xl, ui = y 1. Suppose inductively that n > 1 and the lemma is true for 
n - 1. Using Proposition 2.6, Corollary 2.8 and the inductive hypothesis we get 
S”Z = S,_i(SlZ) 
= s,_i 
! 
e ; 1 ( _ l)e.+i.Xne.yn(P-l)i.en 0 penpinz 
n 1 
i, t 0 1 
= e ; 1 (- l)~“+~“(S”_1X,)~“(S,~ly”)-~~-~~~”-~~~S”_l(~~”P~~z) 
n . 
i. t 0 
= e 5 1 (_ l)e,+il+ ~..+e.+inU;~ . . . U;lU;(P-l)il-el . . . U;(P-l)i.-e. 
J ’ 
i, 2 0 
@(pP . ..pviqz. 
The lemma is proved. 0 
A geometrical construction of S, will be given at the end of the section. The 
following theorem is an explicit description of S, in terms of modular invariants. 
Theorem 2.9. Let M be an A-module. For any z E M, we have 
S,z = 1 ( - l)‘(S.T)RII,BI . . . R,,,kQ;“o ... Q>,;l_l @ StSqTz, 
S,T 
where S = (sl, . . . ,sk), 0 I SI ... < Sk, T = (tl, . . . , t,), meanwhile to and r(S, T) are 
dejined as in Theorem 2.2. 
Corollary 2.10. S, is stable. That means 
s,o = (10 a)S,. 
Here CJ : M + SM denotes the suspension homomorphism. 
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Remark 2.11. Notably, S, is GL,-invariant. That means 
But d,*P, is not. Also, S, is a homomorphism of algebras, provided that M is an 
algebra. However, neither is d,* P,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. If M = H*(X), the cohomology algebra of a space X, then the 
theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.7. Now we prove the 
theorem for an arbitrary graded A-module M. 
Since {StS*T} is the basis of A, which is dual to the basis {zSIT} of A,, we have 
where ( ., . ) : A, 0 A --t Z/p denotes the dual pairing. From Lemma 2.5 we get 
(4 snz = 1 (_ l)e,+i,+ ‘.-+en+iaU;n . . . U;~V;(P-l)i~-e~ . . . y;(p-l)i.-en 
e,=O, 1 
ii 2 0 
@ 1 (tsST, p-lpi1 . . . /Y”P’“)SFTZ 
S.T 
= ,c, 
i 
..J 
’ I ’ 
1 (- l) 
el+il+ . ..+e.+i. (ZS(T, Belpi, .,. Benpi.) 
i, 2 0 
x u,“’ 
. . . U;~U;CP-l)i~-e~ . . . u-(~-l)i.-en 
n 
1 
@ StS,Tz 
= c e,(x&T) @ SP’l‘Z. 
S,T 
Here, we set 
e,(rs<r) = 1 (_ l)e,+il+ -..+%+b (ZS(T, flelpil ... penpin) 
ej=o, 1 
ij 2 0 
x u,” . . . U;~U;(P-l)i~-e~ .,. u;(p-l)i.-en. 
It is not difficult to check that the above formula defines a homomorphism of algebras 
8,: A,- A,. Hence 
(b) &l(rs5T) = Mrs,) ... ~“(QMW ‘.. e”(tm)‘-. 
NOW we compute O,,(z,) and 0,((i). 
Let M = H*(BEj) = E(x) 0 P(y). From Proposition 2.l(iii) and Theorem 2.2, it 
implies 
X, s = 0, T = (0, . . . ,O), 
StS*Tx = yp’, S=(s), s20, T=(O )...) O), 
0, otherwise. 
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Hence, using (a) we get 
(c) S,x = x + 1 B,(r,)yP’. 
St0 
According to Corollary 2.8 we have 
(d) SJ = (- 1)“~,+1(x1, ... ,X”,X,Yl, ..* ,Y”,Y) 
= ( - l)“JxlM,+ 1,” 
=x + c (- l)s+l L, ' A4,,,yp' (by the Laplace development) 
SZO 
= x + 1 ( - l)S+lQ;,;R,,,yps. 
St0 
Comparing (c) and (d) we obtain 
(e) ‘Ur,) = ( - l)S+lQ,,;%,. 
Similarly, 
(f) 0,((i) = ( - lliQ,bQn,i. 
Combining (e), (f) and (b) we get 
&(r,<‘) = ( - l)‘(SVT)RII,J, .. . R,,,,Qffo ... Q::,&. 
The theorem is proved. 0 
In the remaining part of the section we explain a geometrical construction for S,. 
Note that the way we follow here is similar to that for p = 2 in Lomonaco [6], and it 
seems more or less familiar to homotopy theorists. 
Let C, be the symmetric group on m letters and X a based CW-complex. Set 
D,X=EC; AX@", 
zn 
where Xtm) = X A +.. A X(m copies), Z, acts on X (m) by permuting the factors. It is 
easy to check that D, is a functor from the category of based CW-complexes to itself. 
It also extends to the category of based CW-spectra (see e.g. [S]). 
Let us consider the natural map 
yy: (D,,,X) A Y-D,(X A Y), 
CC% Xl, ... ,xrl,yl t-+ Ccc; XI A Y, . . . 3x1 A ~1. 
In particular, take Y = S’ we get an inverse system 
. . . 4 skD,S-kX-_*sk-lD,sl-kX_, . . . 
Xt 
Here & = Sk-‘(y,~). 
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Further, let H be the modp Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. So H is an H,-ring 
spectrum with structure maps [i: DiH + H (see e.g. [S]). 
Given x E sq(X), suppose x is represented by X : SvqX --f H. We pick k > q and 
define Xk as the q-fold desuspension of the composite 
I I 
(SqD,,S-4) A Ly-???-, S4Dpn S-4X s’Dp”(x’, S4DpnH s4(r~“’ , S4H. 
Now S, can be defined by 
S.:@*(X)-% fi*((SkD,.S-“) A X), 
Here, as usual, 
ik:&*((skDp.s-k) A x)- 2 R*((S”D,.S-“) A X), 
k 
In order to explain the target of S,, it should be noted that 
3 fi*(SkDpnSpk) z H*(BC,.)[e;‘] g ImRes(E:, C,.)[Q$], 
k 
where e, denotes the Euler class of the regular representation C,n c U( p”). It is easily 
seen that e, is sent to Q.,. by Res(E;, C,n), the homomorphism induced by the 
inclusion Ei c _I,.. Consequently, 
2 fi*((SkDpnSpk) A X) g ImRes(Ei, Z,.)[Q,,\] 0 g*(X). 
k 
3. The differential module rs 
The object of this section is to construct the differential module r+ by means of 
modular invariants. It will be showed in Section 5 that Tf is the dual of the lambda 
algebra. 
Definition 3.1. Let A, and f, be as in Section 1. Set 
Here, by convention, A0 = r. = Z/p. 
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We equip A with a coalgebra structure as follows. For any integers n, k, / such that 
k + e = n, we define an isomorphism of algebras 
$k,/: An- A,c 0 A/ 
by setting 
A comultiplication $ : A -+ A 0 A is defined by 
$(u) = ,+F=. +k,d”) 
for any v E A,,. 
We have clearly the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose n = k + E. Zfu E A,- 1 c A, then $k,((u) = 1c/k,(_ 1(u). 
Proposition 3.3. For any k, &, n such that k + L’ = n, we have 
(i) $k,/(Qn,s) = Cj> o Q:fi"jQIIs-j@ Q/,j. 
(ii) tik,/@n,s) = Qi’f;’ Rk,s 0 Qt.0 + Cj 2 o Q:liP’QC-j 0 Rc,j. 
(Compare to the formulae of Madsen [S] and May [9, Part I] for the diagonal in the 
dual of the Dyer-Lashof algebra.) 
Proof. Part (i) is proved by the same argument as in Singer [l 1,2.14] for the case of 
the coefficient ring Z/2. We now prove part (ii) by induction on e. It is obvious, for 
& = 0. Suppose it holds for e - 1 with e > 0. Using Proposition 1.4, part (i) and the 
fact that IClk,( is a homomorphism of algebras we have 
= (Q:“; l)P’-’ 0 Qe"-ho) (( L-I-1 QkP,o Rk,s@Q/-1,o 
+ C Qfl~~'mPjQ~f,-j @ Rf- l,j (1 @ UP-‘) 
j>O 
+ j~oQ~~~'~p'Q~~~-~~Q~-~,~)~~~~~~~~'~) 
( 
(by Lemma 3.2 and the inductive hypothesis) 
= Q &%,a@ Q~-~,o~~-' 
+ c QkPkP' QC-j@ QTI:,o(R/-l,j + Q~~,jutoP-'). 
j20 
The proposition follows. 0 
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Corollary 3.4. $(r) c r @ r. So r is a subcoalgebra of A. 
Definition 3.5. The Z/p-linear map a, : A,, -+ A, _ 1 is defined by 
a,(u;l . . . uf$l . . . u>) 
= t-11 
i 
il &I+ .” +&P-lU;l ... u;nIivl ... v;z;, E,= -i,=l, 
0, otherwise, 
for any monomial ui’ . . . u:uf’ . . . ZI> E A,,. 
Proposition 3.6. (i) For e > 0, the following diagram is commutative 
(ii) a,(I’,) c r,_ I ,for any n 2 1, and the composition 
r Et1 an+l+rn an pm_, 
is zero. So r is a dijfferential coalgebra. 
Proof. Part (i) follows directly from Definition 3.5. We prove part (ii). The fact that 
a,(I’,) c I’,_ 1 follows from Proposition 3.3 and part(i) with / = 1. By part(i), to show 
(a,a,+,)y=O for YEr.+I, it suffices to show that it holds for n = 1. Let y = 
R,“~,R,“~,Q”,,,Q~., with crO,el = O,l,b 2 0. Clearly, (alaz)y = 0 if either cro = 0 or 
o1 = 0. Suppose co = (TV = 1, we then have 
UlU2 
=- 
+2 
(vfJy2)w l)(a+2) 
(P)p 
+ & l)*$- 1 
) 
b 
~1~2~1 
(p-l)(p(o+b+Z)-k-l)-lv:p-l)(o+Z+k)-1 
Here (i) denotes the binomial coefficient. So we get 
withp(a+b+2)-k-l=O,a+k+2=O.Setj=a+b+2,thenk=pj-land 
b = (p + 1)j - 1. Hence 
The proposition is proved. fJ 
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In order to construct r+, which is dual to the lambda algebra, we observe that 
A,, and r, are “too large”. We must consider their certain subalgebras Ai and 
r,’ defined as follows. 
Definition 3.7. (i) For n 2 1, AZ is the Z/p-subspace of A,, spanned by all monomials 
(P- i)j,-E, l4”1’ . .. U~Vi (p- r)j”-E. . . . 0, 3 
with si = 0,l; i = 1, . . . ,n and j, 2 si. By convention A: = Z/p. 
(ii) Setrz =A,fnT,,n20,andr’=0,.oTn+. 
It is easy to see that A,f is a subalgebra of A,. Hence, so is r,’ 
Lemma 3.8. Let y = RzpO . . . RG:;llQ$o . . . Qk,;‘L1 with oi = 0, 1, 0 I i I n - 1, 
11 ’ , . . . . inPI 20. Then yET:ifandonlyif 
n-1 n-l 
pnio + C (p” - p’)i, + C (p” - pt)ct 2 0. 
1=1 t=o 
Proof. Suppose pnio + C:L:(p” - p’)i, + I::,’ (p” - pf)ot 2 0. We prove that 
y E r,’ Clearly, it is true for n = 1. Using Proposition 1.4 we observe that y can be 
written as a linear combination of monomials of the form 
R”! n 1,o . . . R,“: l,s . . . R;L~;,,_~Q;~;‘& . . . Q;L+;,“, . . . Q~“-t,,_2~,“~~IP-“~-a~. 
where 
OSsln-1, 
j. = p(i0 + il -cl) + (p - l)(ao + ... + gnpl + cl + ... + cnml), 
jm=c,+pL+l-- m+l), 1 I m 5 n - 2, 
e=o,+ ... + on-1 + io + Cl + ... + C.-l, 
with 0 I Cj I ij, 1 I j < n - 1. It is easy to verify that ifs > 0, then 
n-2 n-2 
p”-‘j0 + *;I W-’ - p’lj, + 1 (P”-’ - pf)ct 
t=o 
n-1 n- 1 
= Pi0 + 1 (p” - p’)i, + 1 (p” -p%, + p(il - cl) 2 0, 
I=1 t=o 
otherwise, if s = 0, then 
n-2 n-2 
p"-'(j. + oo) + Em (p”-’ - p’)j, + .C(p”-’ - pf)ot 
t=1 t=o 
n-1 n-1 
= p"i0 + C (p” - p’)it + C (p” - p’)o, + p(il - cl) + o. 2 0. 
t=1 t=o 
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Using the inductive hypothesis we obtain 
R,“” ,,. 1.. it,“& . . . R;:-f,n-2Q$_1,0 ,.. Q;'$ . . . Q+I~,,_~ E A,+_,. 
So, y E A: by the definition of A:. Since y E r,, we get y E r: = AT nr,. 
Now we show that if p”i,, + C:Z:(p” - p’)it + C:Zi (p” - $)cJ, < 0, then y$T:. 
Note that y has a term of the form 
j. = pi0 + (p - l)(oO + ... + 0,-1 + i1 + ... + in-i), 
j, = i,, 11mIn-2, 
t=io+ao+ .*. +i,_1+a,-1. 
A simple computation shows that 
n-2 n-2 
P”-lh + t;l (P”_’ - P’h + c w-1 - P%r 
t=o 
n-l n-l 
= p”i0 + 1 (p” - p’)i, + C (p” - $)a, < 0. 
t=1 t=o 
Now the claim is easily proved by induction on n. Hence, the lemma follows. I-J 
Note that from the proof of Lemma 3.8 we obtain a,(r:) c r,‘_, for any n 2 1. 
Hence, r+ is a differential submodule of r. However, r+ is not a subcoalgebra of A. In 
fact, we have Y = R2,1Q;,bQ2,1 d, but J/l,l(yW: or:. 
To describe r+ in terms of modular invariants we need some notations. 
Definition 3.9. Denote by I, (resp. J,J the set of all sequences 
((Jo, ... . ,cJ,-l, 10, . . . ,in_l)EZ2” 
(rev. bl, . . . ,h,jl , . . . , j,) E Z2”) satisfying 
ak=O,l, O<k<n-1, ik>o, l<k<n-l, 
(resp.&k=O,l 1 <k<n). 
Let I,’ (resp. J,‘) denote the subset of I, (resp. J,) consisting of all sequences 
(0 ’ 0, . . ,an-l,lO, . . . ,in_l)eI, 
(rev. (h, . . . ,h,jl , . . . ,j,) E JJ satisfying 
n-l n-l 
pnio + C (p” - p’)i, + 1 (p” - pf)at 2 0 
1=1 t=o 
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(resp. jr 2 sl, pj, 2 j,- I + ek, 2 I k I n). These sets are related to each other by the 
function 4”: I, + J”, which is defined by 
&(a 0, . . . ,a”-1, i0, . . . ,i”-1) =(h, . . . ,E”,jl, . . . ,j”), 
where .sk = ak_ 1 and 
n-k-l 
jk = pnpk(io + a0 + “’ + kl + ak-1) + c (p”-k -$)(ik+t + ak+r) 
t=o 
for 1 < k I n. 
Obviously, we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.10. 4” is injectiue and 4”(Zz) = J.‘. 
Now we order the set of monomials 
(ui’ . . . u~“t~(Ip-~)j~-~~ . . . Y ~-‘)‘~-‘~; (sr, . . . ,s,, j,, . . . ,j,) E J”} 
by agreeing that 
{a;~ ...n;“uiP-r)jl-a, ... Q-r)j.-&. , a;’ ... ,$,:p-l)ji--Ei ... u(,p-r)j:-G 
if and only if 
(s 1, ... ,E”,j”, . . . ,jl) > (E;, . . . ,&A, j;, . . . ,j;). 
Here the order in 2’” is the lexicographical one. 
Using Proposition 1.4 and by inductive computation we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.11. Let (ao, . . . ,an-l, io, . . . ,inel) E I,’ and 
(E ’ 1, ‘.. ,&,Jl, . . . . j”)=+“(aO, . . . . a”_l,io, . . . . i”_l). 
We then have 
R SD “,0 . . . R,““,I,Qk, . . . Q>,;ll 
=l4 (P- l)jl-El ;’ . . . U:‘Ul (P- l)j.-5 . . . 0” , + smaller monomials. 
Proposition 3.12. The monomials 
R 00 “,0 . . . R,“,“,‘,Q~, . . . Qi,,& 
with (ao, . . . ,a”-1, io, . . . . i”_l)~I”,formabasisofr:. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.8, it implies 
Span{RiP, . . . R,“:;l,Q:, . . . Q>,;l_l;(ao, . . . . a”_lriO, . . . ,i”_,)EI:} c r’. 
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The fact that 
r,’ c Span{RiP, . . . R,b:;l 1 Qfo, . . . Qk,;l 1; (oo, ,o,-l, i 0, . . ..~“-.)4] 
follows from Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11. 0 
4. The chain Complex PM 
Suppose given an A-module M. We now construct 
A-modules. 
Definition 4.1. (i) Define 8 : A,, 6 M + A,, _ 1 6 M by 
r+M, a chain complex of 
for any Yk E A,, xe E M. Here 8, : A, -+ A, _ 1 is defined in Definition 3.5. 
(ii) Set r+M = on r o(r+M),, where 
(r+M), = M, (r+ M), = r,‘&(M) 
for any n > 0. Here the right-hand side denotes the subspace spanned by yS,(z) with 
y~r,+,z~M. 
It will be showed in Lemma 4.3 that the homomorphism 8 induces on rfM 
a structure of chain complex. Furthermore, we let A act diagonally on r+M. Then 
r+M becomes a differential A-module (see Theorem 4.9 below). 
Remark 4.2. Our definition of r+M can be applied to p = 2 as well as to p odd. It 
should be noted that the definition of r+M is different from Singer’s one even for 
p = 2. More precisely, Singer means (r +M), = r,’ @ M. Hence, he has to use 
a strange action of A(2) on his r+M. In particular, it is not a diagonal action. 
Furthermore, his 8 on A,, 6 M is more complicated than ours 
Lemma 4.3. d((r+ M),) c (r+ M),_ 1, and the composition 
r+w,+ 1 +r+M),+r+M)“_, 
is zero. So r+ M is a chain complex. 
Proof. Let y E r,‘, z E M. Then y can be written in the form 
y = 1 YE,&QP- lV -& 
&,f 
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with ye,/ E r,‘_ r, E = 0,l (see the proof of Lemma 3.8). By the definition of d we get 
d(yS,z) = ( - l)dimy+r Z(- l)‘y,,eS,-l(B’-“pez). 
So, we obtain the first statement. The last one follows from Proposition 3.6 (ii). 0 
We consider the functor M + r+ M from the category of A-modules to the category 
of chain complexes over Z/p. We have the following three propositions. 
Proposition 4.4. There is a natural isomorphism HO(T+M) z Z/p OA M. 
Proposition 4.5. If 0 + M -+ N -+ P + 0 is a short exact sequence of A-modules, then 
0 + r+ M -+ T+N -+ f’P -+ 0 is a short exact sequence of chain complexes. 
Proposition 4.6. Any short exact sequence 0 + M -+ N + P + 0 of A-modules is nat- 
urally associated by a long exact sequence in homology 
... H,(l-+M)+H,(Z-+N)+H,,(T+P)+H,_l(T+M)+ ... -+H,(T+P)+O. 
We now prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.7. H,(T+ A) = 0 for any n > 0. 
Proof. The proposition is proved by an argument similar to that for p = 2 in [ 11,4.4]. 
Denote by A, the subspace of A spanned by all admissible monomials 
P’ = /YlPkl . . . belPkf, I = (e,, kI, . . . ,e,, k,), of the length k’(Z) = t I n. Define an 
increasing filtration F,(T+ A) on T+ A by 
F,(TfA), = r+S,(A,_"). 
We observe that F,(T+A) is a subcomplex of r+A for any q 2 0. Set 
E,(T+A) = F,(T+A)/F,_,(T+A). 
Then E,(F+ A) is a chain complex. An element 
z = R;;, .,. R,“,“&Q& . . . Q~,;llS,(fie~Pk~ . . . B’q~nPkq-n)~E,(T+A),) 
is called admissible if P’ is admissible and j, 2 pkI + eI. Here j, = i,, + (T,, + ... 
+ i,_ I + (T,_ 1. Now we define an increasing filtration G,(E,(T+ A)) on E&T+ A) by 
setting 
i 
E,(r+A),, n < Y, 
G,(E,(T+A)), = span{z E E,(T+A),; z admissible}, II = Y, 
0, n > Y, 
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for any Y 2 0. It is easy to see that G,(E,(T+A)) is a subcomplex of E,(T+A)). Using 
Lemma 3.11 and Proposition 3.12 we can easily verify that 
ZIP, n=r=O, 
0, otherwise. 
From this the proposition follows. 0 
Proposition 4.8. There is a natural isomorphism H,(T+M) E To&Z/p, M). 
Proof. The functor M + H,(T+M) owns the properties given in Propositions 4.4,4.6, 
4.7, which characterizes the functor M + Tor$(Z/p, M) (see [7, V.8.51). Therefore, 
they coincide each other. The proposition follows. 0 
In the remaining part of this section we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.9. T+M is a differential A-module. 
To prove it we need the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.10. Letf,,,,,,,,. be as in Dejinition 4.11. Then 
(i) For any a, n, 0 and z E M, 
PUPxIz = 1 fn,a,t,~Jn(Be~‘Z). 
e=O.l 
120 
(ii) fn.a,t,o,e E r,’ for any n, a, t, g, e. 
Definition4.11. The polynomialf,,,,,,,,, =fn,a,t,o,e(~l, . .. . u,,,u~, . . . . u,)E~, is de- 
fined for any nonnegative integers n, a, t, CJ, e (a, e = 0,l) by induction as follows. For 
n = 1, 
f 
l,a,t,o,e = (1 _ o(l _ e)) 
( 
- (P - 1)t - e 
a-pt-e > 
u;‘-bkV(lP- lwt)-(l-o)e~ 
For n > 1, 
f n,a,r,o,e = e 5 
:, h 0 
lfi,a.ll,o,e,.fnl-l.t,.t,e,,e, 
where.L-~,tl,,,.l,e =fn-l,t,,t,eI,e( - ~2, . , -u,, - 02, .,. f - 4 
We observe thatfn,a,o,o,e =Oforanyn,a,o,ewitha>O,e=Oora=O,a+e>O, 
andf.,o,o,o,o = 1. 
We start with the case n = 1 of Proposition 4.10. 
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Lemma 4.12. Let b be an integer, E = 0 or land z E M. We have 
(i) fl(~~*~-~‘~-‘S,z) = ~v:P-‘)~Siz. 
(ii) P”(v~-~)~S~Z) =Ce=O,l,t  0 (‘p-,‘l$1~-e)u4 v~-~‘(~+~~‘)-~S~(~~P~Z). 
(iii) P(u 1 v1 (p-l)b-lslZ) = cc ~ 0 ((P- uyqul V:P-l)(a+b~t)-l~l(pfZ). 
So, (T+M), is an A-submodule of A, 6 M. 
Proof. We prove (iii) only. The other parts can be showed by a similar argument. It 
suffices to consider an element z of homogenous dimension. 
Set r = dimP”(u,v~-l)b-l S, z). The both sides of (iii) are elements in (A, 6 M),. 
For any integer k, let us consider 
AM,.Ckl = (A 16 W, 
I( 
fl (Al)iOMj n(A16W. 
i+j=r 1 
j>k 
We are going to show that the 2 sides of (iii) are equal each other in AM,[k] for any 
k. Thus, they coincide each other in (A, 6 M),. 
Using the Cartan formula we note that if 2(p - 1)b + dimz > k, then 
(a) UlVl (p-l)b-lSlz = ( - l)bPb(~lv;’ @z) in AM,.[k]. 
Now, for a given number b, pick a nonnegative integer m such that 
2( p - l)(b + p”) + dim z > k and p” > a. It implies from (a) that 
We need only to study a > 0. In the case a = 0, (iii) holds trivially. Since pm > a > 0, 
we obtain 
(b) p”(ulv~-“b-‘sIz) =( _ l)b+pmV~(P-l)Pmpapb+P”(UIVI1 oz) 
in AM,[k]. 
By the Adem relation we have 
(4 papbfp” _ - ,zo ( - lY+* (P - 1M + Pm - t) - 1 pa+b+pm-fpt, 
a - pt 
According to the Cartan formula and the fact that (i’) = ( - 1)j we get 
p*(uIv;l oz) = C (- i)j~~~:P-~)j-l op*-jz. 
j=O 
Ifj > 0, using the definition of AM,[k] and the fact that P’vl = 0 for i > 1, we easily 
see 
(d) 
pa+b+pm-t(UIV~-l)j-l 
@ P’-jz) = 0 in AM,[k]. 
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Otherwise ifj = 0, since 2(p - l)(a + b -t- pm - t) + dim P’z = 2(p - l)(a + b + pm) 
+ dimz > k, we get from (a) 
(e) P 
a+b+pm-t(UIV;l 0 ptz) = (_ l)o+b+p”-tUIU:P-l)(a+b+Pm-l)-lS1(prZ) 
in AM,[kJ. Finally, as a < pm, we note that 
(0 
(p - l)(p” + b - t) - 1 (p - l)(b - t) - 1 = 
a - pt I( a - pt ). 
Combining (b)-(f) we obtain (iii). 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.10. (i) For n = 1, it follows from Lemma 4.12. Suppose it holds 
for n - 1 with n > 1. Since it holds for n = 1, we have 
BdPnS”z = 1 fi,o,t,,a,e,S1(Belpf’s~-~z) 
e*=O,l 
f, to 
where 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= .z 1 e =c, lfi.o,t,,o,e,Slfn-l,tl,l.E,,eSn(Bep~~)~ 
tt0 ;, 2 0 
sn- 1,r,,t,e,,e - f n-1,t,,i,e,,e (U 1, ... ,4l-l,Vlr ... ,&l-1) 
with Ui = Ui(xz, . . . ,xi+r,yz, . . . ,yi+i), vi = vi&, . . . yyi+l), 1 I i < n - 1. From 
Corollary 2.8, it implies 
s1 vi(Y2, ..* ,Yi+l)=-Vi+l. 
Since S1 is a homomorphism of algebras, we have 
sl_L-l,t*,t,e*,e(U1, ... ,4-l, 012 ... ,&l-1) 
=fn- l,t,,r,e,,e(SIUl, ... rSlUn-1, SlOl, ... ,SlV,-1) 
= f”‘_ 1,t,,t,e,,e. 
Part (i) follows. 
(ii) It implies from Definition 4.11 thatf,,,,,,.,, E A:. We are going to show that 
f n,a,t,a.eE r". 
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Let M = Q1 = E(x)@P(y’ ‘) and set z = y-‘. Since pP’yv-’ = 0, Ply-’ = 
( _ l)ty’P- 1w 1 and S,y = ( - I)%,+ 1 we have 
ljUPOS”Z = c ( - l)n+ffn,a,t,o,OU~~~l)f- l 
120 
= Jo ( - lY.L.t,a,o j$o ( - l)iQ.:be..i~p.)lp~'i" 
( - ll'+v'T'('" - ;' - l),...,,.,,QT*)yk, 
where T = (tl, . . . ,t,), ti20, v(T)=Cy=,iti, IT/=~~=~ti(~~-l), QT*= 
Q -‘l-‘+nQ;l,l ___ Q&&H n.0 ere and in what follows, (by) denotes the coefficient given 
by 
(1 + Zl + ... + Zdb = T=(t,,,,,,t ) b fI 
= 0 
1. 
n T 
Zl . ..Z" 
for any integer b. 
According to Theorem 2.9, there exists an,O,o,k E r, such that 
PupaS,yP1 = 1 an,a.m,kyk. 
k20 
So we get 
(4 c 
ITl+(p-l)t-l=k 
( - l)'+v'T'((p - ;" - l)~,o.t,...QT* = an,a,o,k E r,, 
for any k. 
Now we show thatf,,,,t,,,o E r, by induction on t. For t = O,fn,a, o,o, 0 = 0 or 1 E r,. 
Suppose f > 0 andf,,,,,,O,o E f, for 0 I f < e. It implies from (a) that 
.f n,o,P,a.O = ( - v+l 1 
05t<P 
( - I)t+v(T) (‘” - ;’ - l)jn,.,,...oQr* 
ITI=(P-l)(e-t) 
+ 4.0,a,(p-l)f- I E G 
NOW set z = xy-‘. Since /3P’(xy-‘) = ( - l)ry(pml)t, we have 
Bb~as”z = c Lw,o,l&(WZ) + 1 fn,a,t,a,oSn(pfZ) 
220 220 
= Jo ( - m!,a,t.a,ldzl)t + c fn,a,*.a,oSn(pfZ) 
_ 120 
= k$o ( ITl+(;l)f=k ( - lY+v(T) (‘” ; l)f)h.o...s lQT*) yk 
+ c fn.a.r,o,osn(pfz)~ 
tt0 
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Using Theorem 2.9 and the fact thatfn,o,t,a,O E f, we obtain 
,r,+,;r,,=,( - l)f+“(T) 
for any k 2 0. 
By an argument analogous to the previous one, we can easily check that 
f n.ll,t,U*l E r,. The proof is completed. 0 
Using Lemma 4.12 and by a simple computation we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.13. A: is an A-submodule of A,, hence so is r,’ . 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. Let y E r: and z E M. According to the Cartan formula 
P”(yS,z) = i P’(y)P”-‘(S,z). 
i=O 
Since r: is an A-submodule of A,,, we have P’y E r,’ . Meantime Pa-‘(5,~) E (T+M), 
by Proposition 4.10. Hence 
P’(y)P”_‘(S,z) E (T+M), 
so 
P”(yS,z) E (T+M)“. 
Using the Cartan formula and Lemma 4.12 (i) we get 
P(YSJ) = B(Y)S”Z. 
By Lemma 4.13, /?(r) E r,‘. Hence B(yS,,z) E (T+M),. 
So (T+M), is an A-submodule of A,, 6 M. 
We now prove that a:(T+M), + (T+M),_, is A-linear. From the definition 
of a, it suffices to show that the map a,: A, + A,_ 1 given in Definition 3.5 is 
A-linear. 
Let y = ZU~ZI~ = ( - l)(n-l)(b’e)~S,_l(~~~~) with z E A,_ 1. From the definition of 
a, we observe that 
( - 
a,(y) = o 
i. 
l)dimzz, s=-b=l, 
otherwise. 
Using the Cartan formula and Proposition 4.10 we obtain 
pqy) = i ( - l)(~-l)(&+*)p~-izpisn_l(x~y~) 
i=O 
= f. ( - l)(n-l)(s+b)pa-iZ C fn- l,i,t,().eSn- 1 (~“P’(X~y~)). 
e=O,l 
f>O 
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If E = 0, then 
P”-izf,_l,i,t,O,OU,b+‘P-l’t. 
220 
Hence 
a”(Py) = 0 = P”(d,y). 
For E = 1, we have 
P”(Y) = 1 
OliSo 
220 
Hence, we get 
d”(P?) = 
b+(p-1)1=-l 
where Vi,t = dimz + dimf,,i,,,o,e. If b # - 1, then t > 0 and 
-(P - lb - 1 = Pt 
> 0 = . o t t 
so 
&(POy) = 0 = (P”&)y. 
Suppose b =- 1, then t =O. Since (i’) = l,f,_l,i,o,o,o =O for i>O and 
fn- l,o,o,o,o = 1, we obtain 
A(?) = ( - 1) dimrPPZ = P”(a”y). 
So the differential is A-linear. Theorem 4.9 is completely proved. 0 
5. The lambda algebra and its dual 
Let _Y denote the graded associative algebra over Z/p generated by Ai-, of degree 
- 2(p - 1)i + 1 and pi_ i of degree - 2(p - l)i, for any i 2 0. We define ;i to be the 
graded algebra obtained from 3 by imposing the relations 
ln co “n r+m-i-lli+pr-1 = 03 i=O z (5.1) 
(5.2) 
m m 4) P r+m-i-l 1 0, i=O z i+pr = (5.3) 
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m m 4) Pr+m-i-lPi+p*= 0, i=(J 1 (5.4) 
for any r, m 2 0. By n we mean the subalgebra of ii generated by ii_ 1, i > 0 and pi 1, 
i 2 0. This algebra is exactly the lambda algebra of the six authors [l]. 
For simplicity, we denote 
for any i 2 - 1. We set 
fOrany&1,&2,r,mwith~1,~2=Oor1,r,m20. 
With the aid of this notation, the defining relations (5.1)-(5/l) become 
l(&l,E2,Y,m)= 0. (5.5) 
Definition 5.6. A sequence (E 1, . . , E,, i 1, . . . , i,), Ej = 0 or 1, ij 2 0, is called admissible 
if 
pij>ij+l+Ej, 1 Ij<n and i,L&,. 
In this case, the associated monomial A::_ 1 ... ii:_ 1 is also called admissible. 
Lemma 5.7 (Bousfield et al. Cl]). The admissible monomials form an additive basis 
for A. 
Definition 5.8. (Compare to [ 11.) The homomorphism d : /i + z is defined by 
dx = ( - 1) dimxA_iX -xl-i, 
for any x E /i. 
Using the defining relations (5.1) and (5.2) for Y = 0, we can easily check that d is 
a differential on /i and d(A) c A. So d passes to a differential on /i. 
Now we describe the dual of n in terms of modular invariants. We need some 
notations. 
Let M be a graded module over Z/p. Denote by M * the graded Z/p-dual of M given 
byM,* = Hom(M_,, Z/p). Let 
(.,.):M*@M-tZ/p 
denote the dual pairing. 
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Suppose M is equipped with a differential d. Then M* has the differential d* given 
by 
(d*L m) = ( - l)di”“‘(f, dm), fg M*, m E M. 
Let _Yn (resp. A,,, A,,) denote the subspace of ._!? (resp. /1, /1) spanned by all 
monomials 1:: 1 . . . Af;_ 1 of the length n. 
Definition 5.9. We define a degree preserving Z/p-homomorphism 
K,: A, + 2’; 
by setting 
I 
(- l)~i<F~(& /If;-i)*, 
K,(U;’ . . . U;$ . . . u?) = i, + E, = (p - llj,, 1 I m I n, 
0, otherwise. 
Here x* denotes the dual of x with respect o the basis consisting of all monomials in 
Ii’s, for x E 2. By convention, we set 2: = 0 for i < - 1. 
We form K : A + LZ’* by assembling the maps JC,, n 2 0. 
Proposition 5.10. K : A -+ .9’* is a homomorphism of coafgehras. 
Proof. Let n, q, r be nonnegative integers such that q + r = n, and let 
Suppose that i, + E, = (p - l)j, for some j,, 1 5 m I n. A simple computation 
shows that 
<G(Y)> ad) = ((‘$8 K,)+,,,(Y), a @ 6) 
1 
( - l)Zi<jEiEi, E, = EL, j, = jg + 1, 1 5 m < q, 
= 
El?4 
t, 
= &m-q, j, = jZ_, + 1,q < m 5 n, 
0, otherwise. 
If there exists an index m such that i, + E, # (p - 1)j for any j, then 
<K,(Y)> u6) = ((K, @ K,)@,.,(Y), @ @ 6) = 0. 
The proposition follows. 0 
Now we show that K sends r to j*. 
It is easy to see that there exists a unique derivation x : 9 --f 9’ satisfying 
X(G) = X+ 1, E = O,l, i 2 - 1. 
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(Recall that x is said a derivation if 
x(uv) = x(u)u + V(U) 
for any u, v in 3.) 
Wedefineamapp:A2+A,by 
Q 
P(Y) = Q; ; -._Ay = @;“+I + v-P+‘)y 2 
for any YE AZ. 
We obtain easily the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.11. (i) For any sl,e2,r,m with &I,~2 = 0 or 1, r,m 2 0, we have 
x4h,E2,r,m) = Wl,e2,r,m + 1). 
(ii) The following diagram is commutative: 
Lemma5.12. Lety~T2.Forany~I,e2=Oor1andr,m~0,wehave 
(Jc2W,4h,E2,r9m)) = 0. 
Proof. Itissufficienttoshowthelemmafory = R~YoR~,‘IQ~,oQ~,l,b rO,oO,crI =O 
or 1. We prove it by induction on b. For b = 0, the lemma follows from (5.5), 
Definition 5.9 and the fact that ((pii.!j1- ‘) = 0 for any integer j. 
Suppose that the lemma holds for b - 1 with b > 0 and any a, el, s2, r, m. From 
Lemma 5.11 we have 
= 0 (by inductive hypothesis). 
The proof is completed. 0 
From Proposition 5.10 and Lemma 5.12 we have clearly the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.13. Let I denote the ideal of 2 generated by all ,I(~~,~~,r,rn), E~,E~ = 0 or 1, 
r,m 2 0. Then we have 
(K,(Y), 8) = 0 
for any y E r,, 6 E I. 
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So the restriction of K, : A, + U,* to r, is a homomorphism 
lc,:r,--+A~. 
We form K : r + ji* by assembling K”, n 2 0. 
The following is a consequence of Proposition 5.10, 
Proposition 5.14. K : r + ii * is a homomorphism of coalgebras. 
Composing rc,: r, --) ;id with the projection A,* + A,*, which is induced by the 
inclusion A, c /1,, we obtain a homomorphism 
e,:r,-+n,*. 
Restricting e,, to r,’ we also get a homomorphism 
(,:r: + A,*. 
We assemble 5,, n 2 0, to obtain 4: r+ -+ A*. 
Proposition 5.15. 5. : r: --+ A,* is an isomorphism of Zfp-modules for any n 2 0. 
Proof. Suppose I,‘, .I,* are as in Definition 3.9. Let 
{(& . . . $-I)*; (&I, *.. ,&,,jr, . . . J&J,+} 
be the dual of the basis consisting of all admissible monomials ,I;_ 1 . . . 2;: _ 1 of A,. 
We order this basis of A,* by agreeing that 
(A;: 1.. n;,* > (1;; . . . A;;)* 
if and only if 
(a,, . . . ,&r,jr, . . . A > (&A, .. . A,j;, . . . ,A), 
provided that the set .I,’ is lexicographically ordered. 
Recall that, by Proposition 3.12, r,’ admits a basis consisting of all monomials 
R 00 “,,, . . . R,“:,llQfO, 9.. Q$“A1 
with(o,, . . . ,c~_~,i~, . . . ,in_l ) E I,‘. Hence, from Definition 5.9 and Lemma 3.11 we 
have 
&JR,“,‘,, . . . R;,“;I ,Q& . . . Q$:l) 
= (_ l)~:i<jEiEj(~j;_l ... l,f:_ 1)* + smaller basis elements, 
where(ao, . . . ,~,_~,i,,, . . . . i,_,)~Ii and 
(s 1, . . . ,a,,jl , . . . . jn)=&(ao, . . . . c~~_~,i~, . . . . inml)EJ,t. 
The proposition now follows from Lemma 3.10. 0 
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Let d * : A,* + A:- 1 be the dual of the differential given in Definition 5.8. 
Proposition 5.16. For n > 0, the following diagram is commutative: 
Proof. Since r,’ = d:nT,, to prove the proposition it suffices to show that 
(G% = (d*K,)y 
for any y = nil . . . n~nvlp-l)j’~E’ ,.. v~-l)jn-En,jl 2 E1. 
Let CI = $:: . . . ijEi E _Y_i. Suppose that E, = 1, j, = 0. A simple computation 
shows 
((Kdh’, a> = ((d*K,h’, a> 
(- 1)Z~~2~i<.EiEj, Ei = Ei, ji =ji + 1, 1 < i < n, 
0, otherwise. 
If either j, # 0 or E, = 0, then we have 
((K&‘, a> = <(d*&dy, K> = 0. 
The proposition follows. [7 
Combining Propositions 5.15 and 5.16 we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.17. 5 : r+ + A * is an isomorphism of chain complexes. 
Set 
r- = ker(/:r+n*). 
From Proposition 5.17, we get a direct sum decomposition 
r=r+Br-. 
According to Proposition 5.14, / is a homomorphism of coalgebras. So r- is a coideal 
of r. Now we identify r+ with the quotient coalgebra T/T-. We easily observe that 
under this identification, 5 is an isomorphism preserving differential and coproduct. 
We yield the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.18. (:r’ +A * is an isomorphism of differential coalgebras. 
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6. A residue theorem 
Recall that the differential 8 : r,’ + r,‘_ 1 is the restriction of the map 3, : A, -+ A,_ 1 
defined in Definition 3.5. The difficulty we face in computing d, is that: In reality, it is 
not easy to write a polynomial of [E(x,, . . . ,x,) 0 P(y,, . . ,y,)lGLn in terms of 
Ul, .** 7 u, and ul, . . . ,v,. 
The aim of this section is to prove that 8, is a kind of “residue”. More precisely, if 
y E A, is written as a sum of the form 
Y= c LAY: (6.1) 
s=O,l 
-m<bm 
with Y~,~E A,_l, then 
d,(y) = (- l)dimyl.-Iyl,_l. 
The precise meaning of this formula is explained in Theorem 6.7 below. 
Denote by A,_ 1 [xn: yn] the localization of (Anwl @ E(x.))[[yJ] obtained by 
inverting y,. Then an element of A,_l[x,,:y,,] is a formal sum of the form (6.1) in 
which ye,/ = 0 for all e sufficiently negative. 
Definition 6.2. We define a A,_ ,-homomorphism of degree - 1 
res,:A,-l[x,:y,,] -+ A,-, 
by setting 
res, 
( 
c 
e G 
Yz,eXnYll 
> 
= (- l)dimyl.-lyl,+ 
&=O*l 
-mce<m 
Define u”,, 6, E A, _ i [x, : yn] by 
II-2 
u”, = ( - l)n-l x, + C ( - 1)S+1Q,?1,0Rn_l,sy:P3 , 
s=o > 
n-1 
6” = ( - I)“-1 .zof - l)SQR-l~,~Qn-~.s~t 
> 
. (6.4) 
By a direct computation we observe that u”, is invertible in A, _ 1 [x, : yJ. Moreover, 
for any integer k, we have 
i 
c (- 1) k(n-l)+v(T) f=k T=(t,, . . . . t._,) 
ITl+k=l 
(6.5) 
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Here v(T), IT 1, QT* and (k) are defined as in the proof of Proposition 4.10. In 
particular, if k < 0, then 
k 0 T (6.6) 
Since u”, is invertible in A,_ I [x, : y,], there exists a unique inclusion 
A, = A,- I Lx,: ~“1 
of A,_ i-algebras, which sends u,,, v, to u”,, d,, respectively. Composing this inclusion 
with the residue map in Definition 6.2 we obtain 
Res,:A, c A,_l[x,:y,] +AnpI. 
The following is the main result of this section. 
Theorem 6.7. 8, = Res, : A,, - A, - 1. 
Proof. Let y = zuiv,” E A,, with z E A,_ I, E = 0 or 1, - 00 < k < cc. An easy compu- 
tation using (6.3) and (6.5) shows that 
a,(y) = Res,(y) = 0 
foreithere=Oork>O.Ifa=l,k=-l,then 
8,(y) = Res,(y) = ( - l)dimz~. 
Suppose E = 1, k < - 1. We have 
Res,(y) = ( - l)dimz~ ,,,+;=_,( _ l)(k+i)(npi)+‘Q) ; QT*. 
0 
Since IT 1 + k = cl:,’ ti(Pi - 1) + k = - 1 and k < - 1, we obtain cl:,’ ti(pi - 1) 
= - k - 1 > 0. Hence 
k 0 =(-1) 11+ “’ +1.-l (Cl:: tip’)! T (-k - l)!t,! . . &PI! = 0. 
So we also get 
Res,(y) = 0 = 8,(y). 
The theorem is proved. 0 
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